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Abstract
In this work we show how process calculi can be embedded into the general 
purpose verication system PVS We make use of PVSs higher order predicate
logic to dene the abstract co data type process as a terminal coalgebra of the
nite power set functor  
 n
 
A
 In this context we are able to dene the strong
bisimulation in dierent ways and to prove the equivalence of these denitions
Moreover	 coinduction is used as an approach for the denition of process combina 
tors and for the verication of their properties
Other calculi can be integrated in PVS or a like prove assistant in similar way
too
  Introduction
Process systems are present everywhere  Washing machine microprocessor
and switching center  they all have one in common they are concurrent in
teracting process systems  Therefore it is not amazing that the exploration of
such systems is one of the most important aims of theoretical computer science 
Over the last decades various calculi CCS  ACP 	  calculus 		       

were suggested for the formal description of concurrent systems also a num
ber of logics HennessyMilner logic  CTL LTL both e g  in 
 
calculus 	       
 was elaborated  Many dierent tools CWB 	 MWB 	
      
 were developed in order to support the specication and verication pro
cess 
These tools allow a description of such concurrent systems in natural ma
thematical way and usually oer a fully automatic model checker  Thereby a
developer is relieved of much detailed work in particular during the prototype
design  However these tools have their negative sides too  During the elabo
ration of new or the extension of the already existing
 calculusi
 absolutely
new tools have mostly to be developed  These tools are designed for only one
c
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or a few similar
 process calculusi
 and logics
  This calculus has a xed
set of process combinators the logic a xed number of modal temporal
 con
nectives  There is no possibility to adjust or redene these combinators and
connectives to the problem to be solved  Neither the choice of adequate logic
nor the combination of several of them are possible 
On the other hand these tools are mostly restricted to the decidable part
of calculus and logic e g  these tools support only systems with nite state
space  During the modeling of valuepassing in concurrent systems the set of
process states becomes very rapidly innitely large  In intricate applications
also data structures to be processed are important and usually innite too  In
this case most tools fail  Thus it is necessary to use interactive provemethods
to handle such complex systems 
We observe that a complex application has two kinds of entities the
data that can be constructed and then still unchanged over the time and
the processes with their timebehavior  For the specication of such com
plex systems we favour the algebraic approach i e  the data structures are
represented by algebras  and the behavior of systems in dual manner by
coalgebras 	  The relations between these two concepts in computer science
are wellstudied  a general overview can be found in   To dene func
tions operations
 and to verify their properties the algebraic approach oers
two expressive methods induction and coinduction  Only with consideration
of both of them the specication problem can be solved eciently 
For semantical domain we prefer the category of sets and total
 mappings
Set  In this category typeequations generally have dierent minimal and
maximal solutions  The rst of them can be interpreted as abstract data
type another one as abstract behavioral codata
 type  We think that these
two concepts are of completely dierent matter and should not collapse that
is the case e g  in algebraically complete categories 
  In our opinion this
diversity is very useful during the programming and the specication and
extends the expressiveness essentially calculus is the best example
 
There are many provesystems that support initial data types  Some of
them can be extended with terminal codata types  This work tries to embed
process systems into a generalpurpose verication system PVS

	 in our
case
  The semantics of processes is given as a terminal coalgebra of the
nite powerset functor 
 n
 

A
without using any special underlying process
calculus so it is independent of it  The corresponding process combinators
can be easily introduced as functions operating on the data type process
subsequently  Coinduction builds the foundation for these denitions  This
approach has several advantages 	
 it can be adapted to many various calculi

 for each problem the best calculus can be chosen or several of them can
be combined 
 it supports higher order extensions of the existing calculi in
 
We shall frequently use the PVS notation  higher order predicate logic in this paper
We hope that this style is selfexplanatory for more details see 

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natural way 
 we have the full expression and deduction power of a general
proveassistant 
 Processes
To be able to speak about processes in any predicative language the data type
process has to be dened  At rst we observe following facts 
Processes process systems or concurrent programs
 are often described as
labeled transition systems
P
Q
R
S
a
b
ca
Thus there are a number of states and a number of actions  A behavior
of such a system is given by a transition relation being in the state P
the system can go into the next state Q performing the action a  From
the algebraic point of view it is nothing but a coalgebra for the powerset
functors

 

A
or A   
  A says that the set of process derivatives
depends on the actions determined by this set A  Next we assume that the
xed set A of actions is given  For the reason explained later we prefer to
use the  

A
functor 
To remember coalgebras are in categorical sense dual constructions to
algebras and are dened as follows 
Let T be an endofunctor on a category C   A T coalgebra
is a pair hC  C   TCi where C is an object and
 is a morphism in the category C   A T coalgebra mor
phism f  hCi   hDi is a morphism f  C   D
in C for which the right diagram commutes 
C

 

f 
D


TC
Tf

TD
The behavior of a process should abstract up to isomorphism
 from the
names of states involved in transitions  It should concentrate on the perfor
ming actions and the possibilities for their choice  Terminal coalgebras oer
a suitable approach for this abstraction  Unfortunately a terminal coalgebra
for the powerset functor does not exist in Set there is no set isomorphic to
the set of its subsets
  For this reason our view is limited to imagenite pro
cesses i e  the set of derivatives is nite for each action  These processes are

Di	erent kinds of transition relations can be represented by special functors 
 In this
work we describe processes in sense of nondeterministic automata

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represented by the nite powerset functor 
 n
 

A
 for which the existence of
a terminal coalgebra in Set is wellknown 	  Now it is obvious why we have
chosen the 
 n
 

A
functor instead the 
 n
A 
 one it is more expressive 
This functor can be represented in PVS as follows two components in
the denition correspond to the mapping of objects and the mapping of mor
phisms

pfin typeA TYPE B TYPE THEORY  A  Actions
BEGIN
pfin a TYPE  A  finite setB
END pfin type
pfin funA TYPE B TYPE X TYPE THEORY  X  Actions
BEGIN
IMPORTING pfin type
pfin a	f A  B
	h pfin aX A
	x X

 finite setB  map	f
	h	x


END pfin fun
For this denition we have used the PVS standard library finsets 
The functor properties  the composition and the identity  can be easily
checked
pfin a comp LEMMA pfin aB C X	g
 o pfin aA B X	f

 pfin aA C X	g o f

pfin a id LEMMA pfin aA A X	IA
  Ipfin aX A
As previously mentioned processes with their behavior constitute a termi
nal coalgebra  So we dene them as an abstract codata type according to the
approach from   First we introduce the type process and the mapping
st step
 loosely the transition relation next is dened in a usual way
process TYPE
st process  pfin aaction process
next	p a p
 bool  member	p st	p
	a


Furthermore the pair hprocesssti is axiomaticly determined to be a ter
minal coalgebra for the functor 
 n
 

A
 i e  for each coalgebra hX fi of the
same type there is the unique morphism unfoldf
 into the terminal coal
gebra
X

f

unfoldf 
P
st


 n
X

A

 n
unfoldf
A


 n
P

A
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process unfoldaction TYPE X TYPE THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING process coadtaction pfin type pfin fun
f VAR X  pfin aaction X
g VAR X  process
unfold	f
 X  process
diag commute	f g
 bool 
st o g  pfin aX process action	g
 o f
diag commute AXIOM diag commute	f unfold	f


unfold uniq AXIOM diag commute	f g
 IMPLIES gunfold	f

END process unfold
Now we can prove the most important properties of terminal coalgebras
 Unfold of st is the identity because a priori there is only one mapping
from P to P that commutes the diagram above 
unfold step LEMMA unfold	st
  Iprocess
 Terminal coalgebra is a solution of the recursive typeequationX 
 n
X

A

i e  st  P 
 n
P

A
 is bijective 
st inv pfin aaction process  process
 unfold	pfin a	st


step iso LEMMA st inv o st  Iprocess
step iso LEMMA st o st inv  Ipfin aaction process
step iso LEMMA bijective	st

 Abstract processes are equal if they have the same behavior i e  our ab
straction is right 
process eq LEMMA p  q IFF st	p
  st	q

So we have dened the data type process without using the notion
of any special process calculus  This data type can be used in the same
manner as the PVSs standard or other userdened data types  The process
combinators of some particular calculus can be dened subsequently as will
be shown in Sect   
 Bisimulation
During the specication it is often interesting whether two processes are equi
valent i e  whether they can be exchanged without any observable eect or
not  It is obvious that the simple equality is too strong processes can be rep
resented by dierent elements of some particular coalgebra or can belong to
dierent coalgebras and yet have the same behavior  For this reason a num

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ber of such equivalence relations is available  The most important of them is
the largest
 strong bisimulation  In process theory a strong bisimulation is
often dened as follows 
f VAR X  pfin aaction X
f VAR X  pfin aaction X
bisimulation	f f
	R
 bool 
FORALL x x R	x x
 IMPLIES
		FORALL a 	y 	f	x
	a



EXISTS 	y 	f	x
	a


 R	y y


AND 	FORALL a 	y 	f	x
	a



EXISTS 	y 	f	x
	a


 R	y y



This denition says that whenever two processes P and Q are elements of
the strong bisimulation R then for each action a and each aderivative P
 
of
P there is some aderivative Q
 
of Q so that P
 
and Q
 
are elements of this
relation again and conversely  It is shown in very simplied manner in the
gure below 
      
P
a

      
Q
a

R
	 
     
P
 
	 
     
Q
 
R
By this way we have dened a large number of equivalence relations there
are many strong bisimulations even the empty relation is one  What is really
wanted is the largest strong bisimulation  This relation is dened as the union
of all strong bisimulations  It can be easily checked that this relation satisfy
the predicate above
bisim	f f
	x x
 bool 
EXISTS R bisimulation	f f
	R
 AND R	x x

bisim bisim LEMMA bisimulation	f f
	bisim	f f


Another denition of the strong bisimulation can be derived from the ca
tegorical point of view 
R
f



  
  
  
  
  








P
f



Q
f




 n
R

A

 n



A
  
  
  
 

 n



A
❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖

 n
P 

A

 n
Q

A

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Thus the relation R is a strong bisimulation i there is some coalgebra
hR fi with R as carrier set so that the projections  

and  

are coalgebra
morphisms i e  the diagrams above commute  In PVS we can dene it di
rectly
Bisimulation	f f
	R
 bool 
EXISTS 	f 	R
  pfin aaction 	R


FORALL 	r 	R


	f o pr
	r
  	pfin a	R
 X action	pr
 o f
	r

AND 	f o pr
	r
  	pfin a	R
 X action	pr
 o f
	r

This denition agrees with the processtheoretical one  It can be veried
in a usual way
two bisim LEMMA
Bisimulation	f f
  bisimulation	f f

Another interesting relation is a pullback of two morphisms into the ter
minal coalgebra
kernel	f f
	x x
 bool 
unfold	f
	x
  unfold	f
	x

This relation identies processes with the same abstract behavior i e  the
morphisms map these processes to the same element of the terminal coal
gebra  Now it can be proved that the largest strong bisimulation is exactly
the equality of the abstract behavior
kernel bisim LEMMA
bisim	f f
	x x
 IFF kernel	f f
	x x

 Process Combinators and Their Properties
Up to this point we have handled processes as simple elements of a termi
nal coalgebra  But the power of process calculi results from their process
combinators  They allow us to build complex processes from simple ones  A
specication becomes very concise and intuitive  Our semantics of processes
is independent of some particular calculus but we can dene such process
combinators in a natural manner subsequently  In this section it is done for
CCS however our approach is applicable to other calculi too 
We do not introduce CCS here there is a lot of books for this purpose
e g  
 and recall only its transition rules shown in Fig  	  The combinators
explain themselves  We remark only the following nuance
P
def

P
iI

i
P
i
Q
def
 P 
i
 
are legal process denitions  Supposing that the set I is innite and all P
i
are dierent the process P is still imagenite and thus an element of a
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Act
E
 
 E
Sum
j
E
j
 
 E
 
P
iI
E
i
 
 E
 
j  I

Com

E
 
 E
 
E j F
 
 E
 
j F
Com

F
 
 F
 
E j F
 
 E j F
 
Com

E
l
 E
 
F
l
 F
 
E j F

 E
 
j F
 
Res
E
 
 E
 
EnL
 
 E
 
nL
  L

Rel
E
 
 E
 
Ef 
f 
 E
 
f 
Con
P
 
 P
 
A
 
 P
A
def
 P 

Fig 
 CCS transition rules
terminal coalgebra but for the process Q that is not the case  The same can
occur during a parallel composition of two imagenite processes  Relabeling
and parallel Composition are therefore partial operations over imagenite
processes 
One possible way out of this dilemma would be the restriction to nite
action sets  The second possibility is to forbid innite sums  However both
suggestions are too restrictive  We prefer a third method the structuring of
actions  Although the transition rules have to be slightly modied 
According to this approach an action is a pair hc vi whereby c may be
seen as channel name and v as a value message
 to be transferred over this
channel  The transition rules must be modied as follows

only channel names can be relabeled not the values 

a handshake of parallel Composition takes place via channels values remain
unconsidered 
It is easy to see that these restrictions are plausible  By this small technical
trick we have achieved that only the set of channel names must be nite  We
think it is the normal case in real applications  Moreover we can implement
the valuepassing without a detour over indices 
Under these assumptions we can integrate the CCSs process combinators
into PVS  In the case of Prex and Summation it can be done directly
null process  st inv	LAMBDA a emptyset

pref	c pp
 process  st inv	LAMBDA 	d v

IF c  d THEN singleton	pp	v

 ELSE emptyset ENDIF

sum	p p
 process  st inv	LAMBDA a union	st	p
	a

st	p
	a



For this denition we have used the inverse of derivative function given
by upper sides of corresponding rules together with some patternmatching
conditions below  The patternmatching conditions occur in the transition

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P P

j

unfold j  
P
st


 n
P P

A

 n
unfold j 
A


 n
P

A
P

f 

unfold f  
P
st


 n
P

A

 n
unfold f 
A


 n
P

A
par m	p p
 pfin aaction process process 
LAMBDA 	c v

union	union	map	LAMBDA p 	p p

	st	p
	c v


map	LAMBDA p 	p p

	st	p
	c v



IF tau	c
 THEN 	q q
  EXISTS d
member	q st	p
	d v


AND member	q st	p
	over	d
 v


AND NOT tau	d

ELSE emptyset ENDIF

par	p p
 process  unfold	par m
	p p

ren m	f
	p
 pfin aaction process  LAMBDA 	c v

q  EXISTS d f	d
  c AND member	q st	p
	d v


ren	p f
 process  unfold	ren m	f

	p

Fig  Coinductive denition of the parallel Composition and the Relabeling
rules indirectly e g   occurs in the prex as well as in the transition of the
rule Act
 however they must be considered too 
We have slightly modied the Prex rule to support valuepassing in direct
way  Nonparameterized variant of this combinator can be dened similarly 
We have introduced only binary Summation it is sucient to describe sums
over nite


domains  Null describes the empty sum 
In the case of parallel Composition Restriction and Relabeling we have
more work to do because they are dened recursively  So coinduction has to
be used for their introduction  We explain this approach by the example of
Restriction other combinators are dened similarly and shown in Fig   
The main idea of this approach is the following we dene a new coalgebra
on the domain of a function to be dened and then unfold the obtained
coalgebra mapping
P

nL

unfold nL 
P
st


 n
P

A

 n
unfold nL
A


 n
P

A

We are partially able to describe sums over innite domains using Summation and Prex
We recall that the set of values can be innite therefore Prex can be seen as an innite
sum over values

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At rst we x the nonrecursive part of the denition in this case it is a set
of restricted labels L in the previous diagram and s in the PVS denition
below
  Then we interpret the data type process as a set of restricted
processes and dene the coalgebra structure restr m	s
 restricting the
behaviorfunction st
restr m	s
	p
 pfin aaction process  LAMBDA 	c v

IF s	c
 THEN emptyset ELSE st	p
	c v
 ENDIF
At last we use the existence of the unique mapping from this coalgebra
into the terminal one and dene the Restriction combinator as this mapping
restr	p s
 process  unfold	restr m	s

	p

For all these denitions PVS generates a number of niteness TCCs Type
Correctness Conditions
 like this one
ren m TCC OBLIGATION
	FORALL 	c f p v

is finiteprocess	
q  EXISTS d f	d
  c AND
memberprocessaction	q staction	p
	d v




These obligations should guarantee the soundness of the processes de
nitions i e  whether the set of derivatives is nite or not  They all can be
proved successfully 
The semantics of processes in CCS is given by the least transition rela
tion closed under the transition rules  This fact described by the following
theorems can be easily checked in PVS 
next null THEOREM NOT next	null a p

next pref THEOREM next	pref	c pp
 	d v
 p

IFF c  d AND pp	v
  p
next sum THEOREM next	sum	p p
 a p

IFF next	p a p
 OR next	p a p

next par THEOREM next	par	p p
 	c v
 p

IFF 	EXISTS q p  par	q p
 AND next	p 	c v
 q


OR 	EXISTS q p  par	p q
 AND next	p 	c v
 q


OR 	tau	c
 AND 	EXISTS d q q p  par	q q

AND next	p 	d v
 q

AND next	p 	over	d
 v
 q

AND NOT tau	d



next restr THEOREM next	restr	p s
 	c v
 q

IFF NOT s	c
 AND EXISTS q q  restr	q s

AND next	p 	c v
 q

	
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next ren THEOREM next	ren	p f
 	c v
 q

IFF EXISTS d f	d
  c AND
EXISTS q q  ren	q f
 AND next	p 	d v
 q

IFF in the formulas above expresses that the corresponding combinators
have only the indicated derivatives and none else 
As it had been shown in  process combinators have some useful proper
ties Summation and parallel Composition satisfy monoid laws with Null as
neutral element
 and are moreover commutative Relabeling and Restriction
can be interchanged under some conditions and so on  We can formulate these
properties in PVS and prove
	
them
sum com THEOREM sum	p p
  sum	p p

sum ass THEOREM sum	p sum	p p

  sum	sum	p p
 p

sum id THEOREM sum	p p
  p
sum null THEOREM sum	p null
  p
par com THEOREM par	p p
  par	p p

par ass THEOREM par	p par	p p

  par	par	p p
 p

par null THEOREM par	p null
  p
ren id THEOREM ren	p I
  p
ren comp THEOREM ren	ren	p f
 g
  ren	p f o g

restr restr THEOREM restr	restr	p s
 t
 
restr	p union	s t


restr ren THEOREM restr	ren	p f
 s
 
ren	restr	p inverse image	f s

 f

We have introduced the data type process and the CCS combinators
without any restrictions of the action set excepting the niteness of channel
names
  It is not forbidden to use the processes themselves as actions or values 
In this way our approach is able to describe socalled higher order processes  Of
course a terminal coalgebra of the functors like
 n
 


cannot be dened it
does not exist in Set

  However we can introduce some particular coalgebra
X of this type and then a terminal coalgebra of the functor 
 n
 

X
  We
can use another terminal coalgebra instead of X too  Process combinators
can be used in the same manner without using any additional constructions 
The denition of bisimulation for such processes is slightly dierent actions
must be not necessarily equal the bisimilarity is sucient  But in terminal
coalgebras these two relations as has been shown collapse

Unfortunately the current version of PVS  pl has a problem during proving
par com par ass restr ren ren comp theorems and some corresponding TCCs it could
not determine the full theory instance for    This bug  Nr  and Nr  on the PVS
bug list is still open
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 Process Language
In the last section we have introduced process combinators in order to be
able to specify complex processes  But using only these means we cannot
build recursive processes  They must be dened coinductively using transition
relations i e  coalgebra mappings
  However these relations must be given
by hand  It is not very practicable  A better way is to use any term language
for this purpose the interpretation of such expressions should be generated
canonical  In this section we show how this can be done for CCS 
At rst we need a term language  It can be dened in a usual manner as
an initial data type
process adtlabel TYPE value TYPE X TYPE DATATYPE
BEGIN IMPORTING channel theorylabel
c null null
c pref	pref act channel
pref proc value  process adt
 pref
c sum	sum proc process adt
sum proc process adt
 sum
c par	par proc process adt
par proc process adt
 par
c restr	restr proc process adt
restr set restr set
 restr
c ren	ren proc process adt
ren fun rename function
 ren
c var	var id X
 var
END process adt
This data type is parameterized by actions channels together with values

and agent variables X  The constructors are already known 
In order to give an interpretation of terms containing agent variables we
should bind these variables by dening equations of the form x
def
 e whereby
x is an agent variable and e some process expression  Of course not all
dening equations determine process behavior uniquely up to bisimulation

e g  the X
def
 X jX has dierent solutions and for the X
def
 X all processes
are solutions 
In order to avoid this problem we allow only weakly guarded process ex
pressions on the right side of equations  An expression is weakly guarded


 if
it contains only variables bound by some prex

Originally  this predicate was dened for variables wrt expressions in which they are
occured For technical reason we dene this predicate for expressions with the meaning
that all variables in an expression have to be weakly guarded
	
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guarded	p process adt
 RECURSIVE bool  TABLE
 null	p
  TRUE 
 pref	p
  TRUE 
 sum	p
  guarded	sum proc	p


AND guarded	sum proc	p

 
 par	p
  guarded	par proc	p


AND guarded	par proc	p

 
 restr	p
  guarded	restr proc	p

 
 ren	p
  guarded	ren proc	p

 
 var	p
  FALSE 
ENDTABLE
MEASURE p BY 
We represent dening equations by a dening function with the set X of
agent variables as domain and the term language as codomain  Since not all
expressions can be used on the right side of dening equations we introduce
a predicate guarded over dening functions  It says whether all agent
variables will be mapped to the corresponding weakly guarded expressions 
Moreover we collect all dening functions satisfying this predicate to the
type guarded function
f VAR X  process adt  X  Agent variables
guarded	f
 bool  FORALL x guarded	f	x


guarded function TYPE  	guarded

Furthermore we work only with weakly guarded dening functions and
therefore shall omit the mark weakly guarded 
Having such a dening function we are able to make each expression weakly
guarded we replace unbound variables by their dening expressions
gf VAR guarded function
make guarded	gf p
 RECURSIVE 	guarded
  TABLE
 null	p
  p 
 pref	p
  p 
 sum	p
  c sum	make guarded	gf sum proc	p


make guarded	gf sum proc	p


 
 par	p
  c par	make guarded	gf par proc	p


make guarded	gf par proc	p


 
 restr	p
  c restr	make guarded	gf restr proc	p


restr set	p

 
 ren	p
  c ren	make guarded	gf ren proc	p


ren fun	p

 
 var	p
  gf	var id	p

 
ENDTABLE
MEASURE p BY 
	
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Next we recall the fact that for weakly guarded processes expressions

the system of dening equations

X
def


E

X
 has a unique up to bisimulation

solution  Thus we are able to dene a transition relation for these processes
as shown in Fig    Moreover we can prove that a set of processes derivatives
is nite for each action the codomain of this function is finite set
  We
do not explain the denition since it corresponds to the denitions of process
combinators introduced in the last section directly  Using this denition and
the fact that we are able to make each expression weakly guarded we can
show that a weakly guarded dening function induces a coalgebra structure
on the term language
gf VAR guarded function
struct	gf
 process adt 
pfin achannel value process adt 
LAMBDA p
LAMBDA a
IF guarded	p
 THEN defs	gf p PROJ 	a
 PROJ 	a


ELSE defs	gf make guarded	gf p
 PROJ 	a
 PROJ 	a


ENDIF
So we can give the canonical interpretation by the unique mapping into
the terminal coalgebra 
 Logic
There are many logics to specify behavioral properties of processes  In this
section we show how they can be integrated in PVS by the example of very
simple one the HennessyMilner logic HML
  Firstly we dene its syntax
in a usual way


hmlaction TYPE DATATYPE
BEGIN
tt tt
ff ff
und	und var hml und var hml
 und
oder	oder var hml oder var hml
 oder
box	box as setaction box var hml
 box
diamond	diamond as setaction diamond var hml

diamond
END hml

We use the german words und and oder for and and or because the english ones
are reserved by PVS
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c d VAR channel
v VAR value
gf VAR guarded function
gp gq VAR 	guarded

defs	gf gp c v
 RECURSIVE finite setprocess adt 
TABLE
 null	gp
  emptyset 
 pref	gp
  IF c  pref act	gp

THEN singleton	pref proc	gp
	v


ELSE emptyset ENDIF 
 sum	gp
  unionprocess adt	
defs	gf sum proc	gp
 c v

defs	gf sum proc	gp
 c v

 
 par	gp
 
union	
union	map	LAMBDA gq c par	gq par proc	gp



	defs	gf par proc	gp
 c v


map	LAMBDA gq c par	par proc	gp
 gq


	defs	gfpar proc	gp
c v



IF tau	c

THEN 		qq 	par


 
EXISTS 	q q process adt
 d
qq  c par	q q

AND defs	gf par proc	gp
 d v
	q

AND defs	gf par proc	gp
over	d
v
	q

AND NOT tau	d

ELSE emptyset
ENDIF
 
 restr	gp
  IF restr set	gp
	c
 THEN emptyset
ELSE map	LAMBDA q c restr	q restr set	gp



	defs	gf restr proc	gp
 c v


ENDIF 
 ren	gp
  map	LAMBDA gq c ren	gq ren fun	gp



	gq  EXISTS d
defs	gf ren proc	gp
 d v
	gq

AND ren fun	gp
	d
  c
 
ENDTABLE
MEASURE gp BY 
Fig  Derivative function for guarded processes
	
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Constructors in this denition correspond to their mathematical meaning
F   j 	 j F 
 F j F  F j  S  F j hSi F
Further we give semantics of these formulas by the set of all processes satisfying
them  The semantic function k   k
P
 F  P 
 can be inductively dened
as follows
hml semantics	IMPORTING pfin type
action TYPEstate TYPE
st state  pfin aaction state THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING hmlaction
as VAR setaction
f VAR hml
p q VAR state
semantics	f
	p
 RECURSIVE bool  TABLE
 tt	f
  TRUE 
 ff	f
  FALSE 
 oder	f
  semantics	oder var	f

	p

OR semantics	oder var	f

	p
 
 und	f
  semantics	und var	f

	p

AND semantics	und var	f

	p
 
 box	f
  FORALL 	a 	box as	f

 q

st	p
	a
	q
 IMPLIES semantics	box var	f

	q
 
 diamond	f
  EXISTS 	a 	diamond as	f

 q

st	p
	a
	q
 AND semantics	diamond var	f

	q
 
ENDTABLE
MEASURE f BY 
END hml semantics
This denition is canonical and should not be explained in details  We
mention only that box and diamond make use of the derivative function
coalgebra mapping
 st received as theory parameter 
Final Remarks
In this paper we have presented an approach for the embedding of process cal
culi into the proveassistant PVS  We have dened the data type process
as a terminal coalgebra for the functor 
fin
 

A
  Process combinators were
coinductively introduced as functions operating over this data type  Our ap
proach was demonstrated by the example of CCS  However it can be easily
adapted to many other calculi 
There are also some still open questions  The most important of them is
the iterative denition of the largest strong bisimulation which can be easily
introduced but whose equivalence with the standard denition was not proved
	
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yet  Proving this equivalence we were able to show that the equivalence classes
of the largest strong bisimulation are exactly dened by the set of HMLs
logical formulas they satisfy 
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